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Cell-Free Protein Expression

CIL offers a wide variety of products for cell-free protein 

expression. Cell-free protein expression methods offer several 

advantages over expression using E. coli or other in vivo expression 

systems. These advantages include increased speed, ability to 

express toxic proteins, ease of amino acid type selective labeling, 

and an open system that allows cofactors, chaperones, redox 

molecules, and detergents to be easily be added to the expression 

system. Cell-free methods also allow co-expression of multiple 

proteins and are amenable to automation. 

CIL is proud to distribute a wide range of products from CellFree 

Sciences (CFS) as well as Large-Scale EasyXpress™ NMR Uniform 

Labeling Kits manufactured by QIAGEN.® CIL also offers algal-

derived amino acid mixes and conveniently packaged sizes 

of individual crystalline amino acids.

Amino Acid Mixes for Cell-Free Protein Expression

Catalog No. Description

CLM-1548 Algal amino acid mixture (16AA) (U-13C, 97-99%) 

DLM-2082 Algal amino acid mixture (16AA) (U-D, 98%) 

NLM-2161 Algal amino acid mixture (16AA) (U-15N, 98%) 

CNLM-452 Algal amino acid mixture (16AA) 
(U-13C, 97-99%; U-15N, 97-99%) 

DNLM-819 Algal amino acid mixture (16AA) (U-D, 98%; U-15N, 98%) 

CDNLM-2496 Algal amino acid mixture 
(16AA) (U-13C, 97-99%; U-D, 97-99%; U-15N, 97-99%) 

ULM-2314 Algal amino acid mixture (16AA) (Unlabeled) 

DLM-6819 “Cell Free” amino acid mix (20AA) (U-D, 98%)

NLM-6695 “Cell Free” amino acid mix (20AA) (U-15N, 96-98%)

CNLM-6696 “Cell Free” amino acid mix (20AA) 
(U-13C, 97-99%+; U-15N, 97-99%)

DNLM-6818 “Cell Free” amino acid mix (20AA) (U-D, 98%; U-15N, 98%)

CDNLM-6784 “Cell Free” amino acid mix (20AA) 
(U-13C, 97-99%; U-15N, 97-99%; U-D, 97-99%)

ULM-7891 “Cell Free” amino acid mix (20AA) (Unlabeled) 

QIAGEN® is a registered trademark of the QIAGEN Group.

EasyExpress™ is a registered trademark of the QIAGEN Group.

Profiles for 
16 Amino Acid Mixture (16 AA)

Profiles for 
20 Amino Acid Mixture (20 AA)

Approximate percentages, subject to lot-to-lot variability.

L-Alanine 7% L-Alanine 6%

L-Arginine 7% L-Arginine 6%

L-Aspartic acid 10% L-Asparagine 5%

L-Glutamic acid 10% L-Aspartic acid 8%

Glycine 6% L-Cysteine 3%

L-Histidine 2% L-Glutamic acid 9%

L-Isoleucine 4% L-Glutamine 5%

L-Leucine 10% Glycine 5%

L-Lysine 14% L-Histidine 1%

L-Methionine 1% L-Isoleucine 3%

L-Phenylalanine 4% L-Leucine 9%

L-Proline 7% L-Lysine 12%

L-Serine 4% L-Methionine 1%

L-Threonine 5% L-Phenylalanine 4%

L-Tyrosine 4% L-Proline 5%

L-Valine 5% L-Serine 4%

L-Threonine 4%

L-Tryptophan 3%

L-Tyrosine 3%

L-Valine 4%

25 mg and 50 mg packaged sizes of any CIL amino 

acid! Experience the convenience and flexibility of using 

individually packaged, crystalline amino acids with your 

cell-free protein expression system.* See page 25 for a 

complete listing of CIL’s free amino acids.

* CIL does not provide protocols in formulation of amino acid mixtures, 

as the formulations may vary depending on application and reaction scale.  

For first-time amino acid formulations, the pH should be checked prior 

to use.

“We have been using CIL products for years and appreciate

the competitive pricing, outstanding quality control, friendly 

customer service and timely delivery of the wide range of 

products that CIL provides for our protein folding and 

structural studies.”

Dr. Lila Gierasch

Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology

University of Massachusetts Amherst
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Cell-Free Protein Expression (continued)

Cell-Free Production of Stable Isotope-Labeled Proteins

Dr. Masatsune Kainosho

Tokyo Metropolitan University, Hachioji, Tokyo and Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is used for 

various purposes in protein science, such as structural biology 

and drug development. During the last decade, many of the 

long-standing methodological difficulties of protein NMR 

spectroscopy, such as molecular size and sensitivity limitations, 

have been successfully addressed. For example, using the SAIL 

(stereo-array isotope labeling) method, it is now routinely 

possible to determine the high-quality structures of proteins 

as large as 40-50 kDa, as easily as small proteins.1 These 

technological breakthroughs emerged by the synergic 

development of spectroscopic methodologies and preparative 

methods of protein samples optimized for collecting the 

necessary NMR parameters in efficient and accurate manners.

A crucial issue was the development of appropriate protein 

expression systems, to enable NMR spectroscopists to prepare 

isotope-labeled protein samples in their own laboratories. It is 

especially important when using sophisticated stable isotope 

aided NMR approaches, such as the SAIL method, to choose 

a method that efficiently incorporates the expensive labeled 

amino acids into the targeted proteins without serious 

metabolic scrambling. This is where the cell-free protein 

expression systems have made a major contribution. The 

cell-free expression systems utilize the extracts of various living 

cells, which contain all of the cellular components relevant for 

protein synthesis. One can choose the most appropriate host 

cells, which can be micro-organism, plant or mammalian cells, 

depending on the type of protein one needs to express. 

The cell-free protein expression system actually has a long 

history, dating back to the initial successful trial to express 

a protein in vitro using an E. coli cell extract in the 1960’s, 

as described in the literature.2 In those early days, the protein 

production stopped soon after the expression got started, and 

therefore it was not possible to prepare the amounts of protein 

that are required for an NMR or X-ray structural analysis. 

During the last few decades, however, the expression level 

has been enormously improved by several key modifications.3 

Now, cell-free protein synthesis methods are commonly used 

as important alternatives to cellular protein expression systems, 

for a wide variety of functional and structural studies.4,5,6 

Although most of the current NMR investigations employing 

cell-free protein production utilize the E. coli cell-free extract, 

it should be noted that the wheat germ extract seems to be 

quite useful to express “difficult” proteins, such as mammalian 

proteins or large protein complexes.7 In addition to the 

methods using cell-extracts, there is a completely different 

approach that employs a reconstituted protein expression 

system: the “PURE system.” Since the PURE system is 

exclusively composed of the purified components necessary 

for protein synthesis, it will open various new possibilities 

that cannot be realized by any other methods.8
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ENDEXT® is a registered trademark of CellFree Sciences.

Protemist® is a registered trademark of Emerald BioSystems.

CIL is a distributor of the above-referenced CFS products in the US and Europe.

Cell-Free Protein Expression (continued)

CellFree Sciences (CFS) Products and Kits for 

Cell-Free Protein Expression

Producing proteins at will, often a bottleneck in post-genome 

studies, has become a reality with the advent of the robust wheat 

germ cell-free protein expression system. CellFree Sciences’ 

ENDEXT® wheat germ cell-free system permits both high 

throughput protein screening and microgram- to milligram-scale 

protein production overnight. Protein synthesis protocols for  

the ENDEXT® system have been optimized for a wide range of 

proteins. They have also been incorporated into robotic protein 

synthesizers, versatile Protemist® DT II and mass-producing 

Protemist® XE. Being eukaryotic and free from physiological 

constraints that hamper in vivo systems, the wheat germ cell-free 

system allows synthesis, with or without additives, of a broad 

spectrum of protein and protein complexes ranging from 10 kDa 

to 360 kDa in well-folded and soluble forms. Most importantly, 

labeled protein samples can be easily produced for NMR studies 

when labeled amino acids are used.

Please contact CFS directly (tech-sales@cfsciences.com) if you 

would like to use CFS’s lab services to prepare a pEU plasmid with 

your target gene sequence, characterize the yield and solubility of 

your expressed protein, or produce a prescribed amount of protein 

using the wheat germ cell-free system.

CFS Product Listing

Standard Reagents and Kits

Catalog # Short Description Description

Transcription Reagents

CFS-TSC-5TB 5x Transcription Buffer Transcription buffer for WEPRO1240 / 2240 series

CFS-TSC-ENZ SP6 RNA Polymerase + RNase Inhibitor Enzymes for mRNA synthesis and RNase activity inhibition 

CFS-TSC-NTP NTP Mix Mixture of high quality substrates for transcription

Translation Reagents

CFS-WGE-1240 WEPRO1240 WGE (240 OD) for general purpose

CFS-WGE-1240G WEPRO1240G WGE (240 OD) to produce high purity GST-tagged proteins

CFS-WGE-1240H WEPRO1240H WGE (240 OD) to produce high purity His-tagged proteins

CFS-WGE-2240 WEPRO2240 WGE (240 OD) to produce labeled proteins; WEPRO1240 less amino acids

CFS-WGE-2240H WEPRO2240H WGE (240 OD) to produce His-tagged, labeled proteins; WEPRO1240H less 
amino acids

CFS-SUB-AMX SUB-AMIX Buffer containing ATP, GTP, and 20 amino acids; used with WEPRO1240 series

CFS-SUB-NAA SUB-AMIX NA Buffer containing no amino acids; used with WEPRO2240 series

CFS-SUB-AMX-N SUB-AMIX (15N, 97-99%) Buffer containing 15N-labeled amino acids; used with WEPRO2240 series

CFS-SUB-AMX-CN SUB-AMIX (13C, 97-99%; 15N, 97-99%) Buffer containing 13C,15N-labeled amino acids; used with WEPRO2240 series

CFS-SUB-AMX-CDN SUB-AMIX (13C, 97-99%; D, 97-99%; 15N, 97-99%) Buffer containing 13C,D,15N-labeled amino acids; used with WEPRO2240 series

Small Scale Expression Kits

CFS-EDX-S Premium Expression Kit Trial expression kit using plasmid template for six (6) 227-µl reactions

CFS-EDX-PCR Premium Expression Kit, PCR Trial expression kit using PCR template for six (6) 227-µl reactions

Large Scale Expression Kits

CFS-TRI-1240 WEPRO1240 Expression Kit Kit containing 2 mL WEPRO1240

CFS-TRI-1240G WEPRO1240G Expression Kit Kit containing 2 mL WEPRO1240G

CFS-TRI-1240H WEPRO1240H Expression Kit Kit containing 2 mL WEPRO1240H

CFS-TRI-2240H WEPRO2240H Expression Kit Kit containing 2 mL WEPRO2240H and SUB-AMIX NA

CFS-TRI-2240-N WEPRO2240 (15N) Expression Kit Kit containing 2 mL WEPRO2240 and 15N-labeled amino acids

CFS-TRI-2240-CN WEPRO2240 (13C,15N) Expression Kit Kit containing 2 mL WEPRO2240 and 13C,15N-labeled amino acids

CFS-TRI-2240-CDN WEPRO2240 (13C,D,15N) Expression Kit Kit containing 2 mL WEPRO2240 and 13C,D,15N-labeled amino acids
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Cell-Free Protein Expression (continued)

Catalog # Short Description Description

CFS-TRI-2240H-N WEPRO2240H (15N) Expression Kit Kit containing 2 mL WEPRO2240H and 15N-labeled amino acids

CFS-TRI-2240H-CN WEPRO2240H (13C, 15N) Expression Kit Kit containing 2 mL WEPRO2240H and 13C,15N-labeled amino acids

CFS-TRI-2240H-CDN WEPRO2240H (13C, D, 15N) Expression Kit Kit containing 2 mL WEPRO2240H and 13C,D,15N-labeled amino acids

High Performance Reagents and Kits

Transcription Reagents

CFS-TSC-5TB-LM 5x Transcription Buffer LM Transcription buffer for WEPRO7240 / 8240 series

CFS-TSC-ENZ SP6 RNA Polymerase + RNase Inhibitor Enzymes for mRNA synthesis and RNase activity inhibition 

CFS-TSC-NTP NTP Mix Mixture of high quality substrates for transcription

Translation Reagents 

CFS-WGE-7240 WEPRO7240 High yield WGE (240 OD) for general purpose

CFS-WGE-7240G WEPRO7240G High yield WGE (240 OD) to produce high purity GST-tagged proteins

CFS-WGE-7240H WEPRO7240H High yield WGE (240 OD) to produce high purity His-tagged proteins

CFS-WGE-8240 WEPRO8240 High yield WGE (240 OD) to produce labeled proteins; WEPRO7240 less  
amino acids

CFS-WGE-8240H WEPRO8240H High yield WGE (240 OD) to produce high purity His-tagged, labeled proteins; 
WEPRO7240H less amino acids

CFS-SUB-SGC SUB-AMIX SGC Buffer for BL for general purpose; used with WEPRO7240 series 

CFS-SUB-SGC-NAA SUB-AMIX SGC NA Buffer for BL, containing no amino acids; used with WEPRO8240 series

CFS-SUB-SG SUB-AMIX SG Buffer for FF for general purpose; used with WEPRO7240 series 

CFS-SUB-SG-NAA SUB-AMIX SG NA Buffer for FF, containing no amino acids ; used with WEPRO8240 series

CFS-SUB-SGC-N SUB-AMIX SGC (15N, 97-99%) Buffer for BL, containing 15N-labeled amino acids; used with WEPRO8240 series

CFS-SUB-SGC-CN SUB-AMIX SGC (13C, 97-99%; 15N, 97-99%) Buffer for BL, containing 13C,15N-labeled amino acids; used with WEPRO8240 
series

CFS-SUB-SGC-CDN SUB-AMIX SGC (13C, 97-99%; D, 97-99%; 15N, 97-99%) Buffer for BL, containing 13C,D,15N-labeled amino acids; used with WEPRO8240 
series

CFS-SUB-SG-N SUB-AMIX SG (15N, 97-99%) Buffer for FF, containing 15N-labeled amino acids; used with WEPRO8240 series

CFS-SUB-SG-CN SUB-AMIX SG (13C, 97-99%; 15N, 97-99%) Buffer for FF, containing 13C,15N-labeled amino acids; used with WEPRO8240 series

CFS-SUB-SG-CDN SUB-AMIX SG (13C, 97-99%; D, 97-99%; 15N, 97-99%) Buffer for FF, containing 13C,D,15N-labeled amino acids; used with WEPRO8240 
series

Large Scale Expression Kits

CFS-TRI-7240 WEPRO7240 Expression Kit Contains 2mL WEPRO7240

CFS-TRI-7240G WEPRO7240G Expression Kit Contains 2 mL WEPRO7240G

CFS-TRI-7240H WEPRO7240H Expression Kit Contains 2 mL WEPRO7240H

CFS-TRI-8240H-N WEPRO8240H (15N) Expression Kit Contains 2 mL WEPRO8240H and 15N-labeled amino acids

CFS-TRI-8240H-CN WEPRO8240H (13C,15N) Expression Kit Contains 2 mL WEPRO8240H and 13C,15N-labeled amino acids

CFS-TRI-8240H-CDN WEPRO8240H (13C,D,15N) Expression Kit Contains 2 mL WEPRO8240H and 13C,D,15N-labeled amino acids

WGE: Wheat germ extract BL: Bilayer method FF: Filter-and-Feed method

(continued)
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QIAGEN EasyXpress™

Large-Scale Procedure

Initial in vitro protein
synthesis reaction in
10 mL tube

Removal of low-
molecular-weight
inhibitors by gel filtration

Add Feeding Solution
and Energy Mix

Second in vitro protein
synthesis reaction in
50 mL tube

Purification, e.g., using
Ni-NTA Superflow (not
supplied)

Pure recombinant protein

Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Inc. Cell-Free Protein Expression

Visit www.isotope.com for a complete listing of packaged sizes and list prices.

Cell-Free Protein Expression (continued)

QIAGEN EasyXpress™ NMR Protein Synthesis Kits contain all 

equipment and reagents required to make uniform labeled protein 

in either 2x5 mL or 10x1 mL reactions. These kits are easy to use 

and can produce uniform single-, double- or triple-labeled protein 

in as little as 2-3 hours. The kit makes use of an E. coli extract that 

contains the molecular machinery required for efficient protein 

synthesis. QIAGEN EasyXpress™ kits can be used to express 

proteins from a variety of DNA templates, as long as they contain 

a T7 or other strong E. coli promoter (e.g., T5) upstream from 

the coding sequence, and a ribosome binding site. Please visit 

www.qiagen.com / products / protein / expression / easyxpress / 

default.aspx for more information regarding QIAGEN’s complete 

EasyXpress™ portfolio, which includes cloning vectors, kits for 

template generation, and small-scale kits for expression evaluation 

purposes.

Catalog No. Description

QIA-32531-N QIAGEN EasyXpress™ NMR Kit (U-15N, 97-99%)

QIA-32532-CN QIAGEN EasyXpress™ NMR Kit
(U-13C, 97-99%; U-15N, 97-99%)

QIA-32535-CDN QIAGEN EasyXpress™ NMR Kit 
(U-13C, 97-99%; U-D, 97-99%; U-15N, 97-99%)

“In our laboratory we frequently deal with backbone 

resonance assignments of perdeuterated proteins larger than 

40 kDa. Compared to traditional E. coli expression systems,

in vitro translation has the potential to simplify the assignment 

procedure in difficult proteins. We have been impressed by

the effectiveness of the QIAGEN EasyXpress™ NMR Kit, with 

respect to the ease of its use and the final yield of purified 

protein. We expect that this technology will greatly facilitate 

our future scientific efforts.”

Dr. Ronnie Ghose

Department of Chemistry

City College of New York

New York, NY


